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Overview: 

 Charles Farrar lives and creates in Concord, NC. He holds a 

Business Degree from Virginia State University and is a James 

Solomon Russell Scholar in Religious and Philosophical Studies.  

Charles completed graduate work with the Archbishop of 

Canterbury, Lambeth Palace, London.  In 1995 he retired from the 

corporate world in NC after 20 plus years with BellSouth. 

 His fascination with the many properties of wood began 

when he was a child growing up in Southern Virginia.  He is 

happiest when creating from found woods that feature irregular 

grain patterns, knots, burls or voids, such that the finished work 

provokes a different commentary.  Charles uses a custom built 

Nichols lathe and tools for the different stages of turning:  

shaping, hollowing, etc. His ecological sensibility prevents him 

from harvesting living trees solely for turning vessels.  Some of 

his vessels are classical forms with finely finished surfaces.  

Others are hand carved and textured or pigmented. 

 Charles’ work has been shown in major 

US cities and is in the permanent collections of 

John and Vivian Hewitt, the Episcopal Diocese 

of Southern Virginia, author and poet laureate 

Dr. Maya Angelou, the White House, and the 

Archbishop of Canterbury.  He served as a 

member of the Advisory Committee of the 

Mint Museum of Craft and Design, Charlotte, 

NC. He is a member of the Cabarrus Arts 

Council Board, Concord, NC, a member of the AAW and the Charlotte Area 

Woodturners. 

 

Morning Session: 

 Charles began his demo with a power point presentation depicting his shop and his 

large Nichols lathe.  For safety reasons he prefers to use a 

faceplate when turning bowls or hollow forms.  He showed 

some of the early history of turning beginning in North 

Africa-- Egypt.  He then showed various pieces that he 

turned dating from his earliest pieces and discussed the 

good and bad aspects of each.  He portrayed his Hammered 

Wood Series technique using an aggressive texture pattern 

at the wider part of the vessel which gradually becomes 

smaller moving toward the top and bottom of the piece.  

The hammered texture pattern should be random with no 

definitive repeat.  Charles fits many of his hollow forms with collars and lids.  When 



 

 

Charles joins a spout to a vessel, there is no collar.  The drop-in line or connection should 

be accented with a bead, cove, etc., to indicate 

intentional placement. 

 Next Charles showed his Open Bowl technique 

and then his Scalloped Edge Series.  For each of these, 

he highlighted good and bad aspects of design and 

workmanship.  Scalloped edge vessels show best if one 

uses an odd number of scallops and plain-grain wood.  

Minimal figure in the wood is preferable because the 

scallop design is to be the main focus and figured wood 

detracts from the scalloped effect. 

 Then Charles showed Hollow Forms.  For his 

hollow form pieces Charles prefers highly figured woods.  He does not twice turn vessels.  

Almost all his pieces are once turned to about 3/16-inch thickness.  When they are 

finished, they are nearly dry.  They may distort some degree, but they do not crack.  

Charles showed some of his hollowing tools with outriggers.  These are mostly custom 

made.  He also uses a captured-bar system.  For finishing he uses Watco high gloss 

lacquer – usually three heavy coats.  Then he sands the piece with 400 or 600 grit using 

the wet method.  Followed by a final application of Watco lacquer.  This completed the 

power point presentation. 

 Charles then placed a piece of ambrosia sycamore, with a 

faceplate attached, on the headstock.  He previously roughed it to 

a balanced piece.  He turned it using a swept back bowl gouge.  

Charles shaped the top portion sloping outward from the center.  

Then he shaped the outside into an ogee curve.  He left a 3/16” 

edge on the edge of the portion that would be the scallop.  

Charles left enough wood at the bottom to give support for later 

hollowing.  Then he undercut the scalloped portion as a part of the ogee curve.  The 

bottom portion of the curve was in the waste block 

portion of the piece.  Charles kept the tailstock in 

place as long as possible for stability.  He drilled out 

the center of the vessel so that the hollowing tool did 

not have to fight with the center of the piece.  He 

began drilling with a 1/2” bit and then used a 1” bit to 

further open up the piece.  He widened the scallop so 

that it came closer to the center of the opening.  He 

began hollowing using the bowl gouge with push- and 

pull-cuts.  Charles continued hollowing so that he achieved the wedge of wood for later 

hand scalloping. Further hollowing established the inner surface of the bowl with a wall 

thickness of 3/16”.  Charles then used a hollowing tool with an outrigger to undercut the 

interior of the area to be scalloped.  Ultimately, Charles will remove 50 percent of the 

wood from the wedge at the top of the bowl, both interior, and exterior, during carving to 

fashion the scallops.  This completed the morning session. 

 

 

 



 

 

Afternoon Session: 

 Charles continued to hollow the piece to achieve the desired 3/16” wall thickness 

and to finish the bottom.  He previously determined the 

depth of the bottom when he drilled the central hole.  

Before scalloping Charles said he must determine how 

many scallops he will carve.  He said it is best to do an 

odd number such as 5 or 7.  Too many create difficulty 

accessing surfaces during the carving process.   

 Next Charles marked the top edge to determine 

where the scallops would be.  He used the star 

formation (5 points) to produce five total scallops (5 

inner and 5 outer ones).  By positioning the scallops 

first, he can 

eliminate any 

undesired defects in the wood. 

 He used microplanes to initiate the scalloping.  

Charles began carving an “outie.”  Then he used a 

rotary cutter to remove wood more quickly.  Next, 

he carved away an “innie”. Outies and innies refer 

to whether the carved wood folds toward or away 

from the center of the bowl.  He continued cutting 

using a Foredom tool with a ?” double helix cutter.  

This removed the rough areas produced earlier in 

the process.  It is important to be careful not to cut 

into the finished wall surface of the bowl.  The top 

edge of the scallops should be left square.  To make the scallops into a continuous 

undulating rim, considerable time needs to be spent transitioning from each “innie” to 

“outie.” 

 Once Charles completed the scalloping 

(shaped and sanded) he turned the outer 

lower part of the piece.  He continued the 

ogee shape into the bottom area and turned 

away some of the waste area around the 

faceplate.  He did this using a bowl gouge 

and a smaller º” gouge.  He cut away the 

waste block until it was possible to visualize the shape of the foot of the vessel.  For 

small vessels the foot should be 1-1 1/2”.  For larger ones a 

foot of 2-2 1/2” is adequate.  It is important to leave enough 

wood thickness in the bottom so that the tailstock spur point 

does not make a mark in the wood that will remain in the 

finished piece. 

 Charles brought up the tailstock into the interior of the 

vessel (cone on tailstock reversed) to support it while he parted 

off the bottom area of the vessel.  Once it was nearly parted 

off, he stopped the lathe and used a saw to complete the parting 

process.  On the waste block Charles left the small tenon 



 

 

formed during the parting so that it would be easier 

to center the piece for reverse turning.  Then he 

reversed the piece using the remaining wood on the 

faceplate as the jam chuck.  He brought up the 

tailstock – centered the piece and turned the base.  

He undercut the small foot and slightly beveled the 

side of the foot.   Charles used a 1/8” gouge to 

complete the undercutting and to complete the foot.  

Any design work on the foot such as rings and/or 

beads would be done at this time.  About a 1/4” nub 

remained on the bottom.  Charles used a parting tool to cut 

through most of the nub then completed the parting 

procedure with a saw.  All that remained was a small nipple 

that could be sanded off or removed with a chisel by cutting 

on the end grain sides.  This completed the scallop edged 

open bowl and a very interesting and fast moving 

demonstration. 

 A DVD will be available in the CMW library in June 

2011. 

         

 


